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Abstract

A mathematical model is developed for the progressive sintering of ceramic columns in a thermal barrier coating made using the elec-
tron beam–physical vapour deposition route. The model assumes that inter-columnar sintering is driven by changes in the interface
energy and elastic stored energy of the columns. The analysis reveals the sensitivity of the sintering rate to the in-plane elastic modulus
as well as to an imposed thermal mismatch strain, interfacial energies and diffusivities. It is shown that mud-cracking of the coating leads
to a drop in in-plane stress within the coating and thereby to accelerated sintering. Explicit calculations are reported for the evolution of
sintering within an array of mud-cracked columns, and for the density of mud cracks.
� 2005 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Turbine blades in the high-pressure, high-temperature
stages of gas turbines are manufactured from creep-resistant
nickel or cobalt alloys. The blades are internally air-cooled
and are commonly thermally insulated by a ceramic–metal-
lic multi-layer known as a thermal barrier coating (TBC).
Two distinct architectures of ceramic coating are achiev-
able: a roughly equiaxed microstructure of splats produced
by air plasma spray and a columnar microstructure pro-
duced by electron beam–physical vapour deposition
(EB-PVD) (e.g. see Ref. [1]). In this paper, we focus on the
in-service sintering behaviour of TBCs made using the
EB-PVD route.

Typically, EB-PVD coatings comprise a 100–200 lm
thick layer of columnar yttria-stabilised zirconia (typically,
7YSZ) with an in-plane grain size of 5–10 lm, see Fig. 1.
Thermal insulation against hot combustion gases is
ensured by the low thermal conductivity of the YSZ layer,
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while oxidation resistance is achieved by an underlying
thermally grown oxide (TGO) layer of alumina. The alu-
mina sits upon an underlying aluminium-rich bond coat
and it progressively thickens from about 2 lm after deposi-
tion to about 10 lm during service. The YSZ top layer is
deposited at approximately 1300 K, and possesses a colum-
nar structure by incoherent nucleation and selective growth
upon the underlying TGO. Gaps of width 0.1–1 lm sepa-
rate the columns and confer in-plane strain compliance to
the coating: the coating can thereby accommodate thermal
mismatch strains with the underlying superalloy substrate
due to the thermal cycling.

During engine operation, the surface temperature of the
TBC system may reach 1400 K, with the protected metallic
substrate reaching a temperature of 1200 K. The tempera-
ture cycles between ambient temperature (300 K) and the
maximum service temperature. Sintering of the top layer
occurs rapidly at first over short length scales, and then
more slowly over longer length scales. Initially, the feathery
edges of the columns are rounded off by rapid local diffu-
sion. Sintering at random contact points between the YSZ
columns follows, and causes the isolated columns to have
the macroscopic response of a layer with finite in-plane
rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. A TBC system, with a thermally insulating top layer of columnar
YSZ, a TGO layer of alumina, an aluminium-rich bond coat and an
underlying substrate of creep-resistant superalloy.
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stiffness and strength. Consequently, the strain compliance
drops (e.g. see Refs. [2,3]). The inter-columnar sintering also
allows erosion cracks to communicate from one column to
the next at the sintered junctions, thereby reducing the ero-
sion resistance of the coating (shown experimentally by
Wellman and Nicholls [4]). The build-up of tensile stress
within the top layer due to inter-columnar sintering can
be sufficiently large to lead to mud-cracking upon cooling
[5]. Mud-cracking relieves the in-plane tensile stress within
the clusters, and thereby accelerates inter-columnar sinter-
ing within each cluster.
Fig. 2. (a) Sintering of neighbouring TBC columns, each of cross-section d ·
(b) The mud-cracked TBC layer is idealised by an assembly of circular cluste
progressively sinter together, and are perfectly bonded to the substrate.
In this paper, the variational technique of Cocks et al.
[6] is used to model the interfacial diffusion of matter at
the local contacts between columns. As the columns sinter
together, and the in-plane sintering strain evolves, overall
strain compatibility with the substrate dictates the build-
up of in-plane tensile stress. The increase in stored elastic
strain energy within the TBC layer reduces the driving
force for sintering and thereby reduces the sintering rate.
The possibility of mud-cracking of the thermal barrier
layer is also explored: the reduction of in-plane modulus
due to mud-cracking reduces the degree of elastic con-
straint upon sintering and thereby increases the sintering
rate of the columns within each cluster. The paper con-
cludes with a discussion of the sensitivity of mud-cracking
density to the degree of sintering.

2. Problem statement

We consider two problems in turn, A and B. Problem A

involves the progressive sintering of an infinite TBC layer of
columns upon a half-space, as shown schematically in
Fig. 2(a). In Problem B, the progressive sintering of a set
of columns occurs within a circular cylindrical cluster of
radius R, as shown schematically in Fig. 2(b). In both prob-
lems, the TBC layer is of heightH and is perfectly bonded to
the substrate. The layer contains columns of square cross-
section, of dimension d by d, aligned with the in-plane axes
(x1,x2). The layer thickness is along the x3 direction, with
the origin located at the bottom of the columnar layer.
d, upon a half-space. The local roughness at contacts is of wavelength k.
rs, each of height H and radius R. The clusters comprise columns which



Fig. 3. Idealisation of surface roughness. (a) Reference configuration.
(b) Current configuration, where column 1 has displaced an amount u with
respect to column 2 from the reference configuration.
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3. Problem A: inter-columnar sintering of a constrained,

uncracked TBC layer

We impose an arbitrary temperature distribution within
the uncracked columnar layer T(x3) which may be greater
than or less than the deposition temperature TD. The task
is to determine the time evolutionof inter-columnar sintering
due to the imposed thermal mismatch associated with T(x3).
The restraint of the substrate is included in the analysis.

3.1. Global considerations

The TBC layer can be treated as a continuum with an in-
plane isotropic thermal expansion mismatch strain
eTabðx3Þ ¼ eTðx3Þdab relative to the underlying substrate,
where a and b independently range over 1–2. Here, dab is
the usual two-dimensional Kronecker delta symbol and
the thermal expansion mismatch strain eT(x3) is

eT ¼ aTBCðT ðx3Þ � TDÞ � aSðT S � TDÞ ð1Þ
in terms of the coefficients of thermal expansion aTBC and
aS of the columnar layer and substrate, respectively. Note
that the deposition temperature TD is taken as the reference
temperature and defines the initial stress-free configuration.
In formulating the sintering problem, the temperature field
T(x3) can in principle vary with time, but in the numerical
examples given we shall limit attention to the steady-state
case, with a steady-state temperature profile across the film.
The numerical solution at any position x3 within the film
depends only upon the time-independent local value of
eT(x3), and solutions are obtained for selected values of eT.

As inter-columnar sintering proceeds, an equi-biaxial
sintering strain eSabðx3Þ evolves with time, where
eSabðx3Þ ¼ eSðx3Þdab can be expressed in terms of the scalar
sintering strain eS. While eT(x3) can be positive or negative,
sintering leads to an increasingly negative value for eS. A
variational approach is employed below in order to calcu-
late the time evolution of eS(x3) based upon an assumed
contact geometry between neighbouring TBC columns
(see Fig. 3). The substrate is taken to be much thicker than
the TBC layer, such that the in-plane strain in the TBC
layer relative to the substrate is zero. Consequently, the
elastic strain within the TBC eEabðx3Þ is given by

eEabðx3Þ ¼ �ðeTabðx3Þ þ eSabðx3ÞÞ. ð2Þ

The normal stress components ra3 and in-plane shear stress
component r12 vanish, while the in-plane direct stress com-
ponents are

rab ¼
E

1� m
eEab ð3Þ

in terms of the in-plane effective Young’s modulus E and
Poisson’s ratio m of the film. Consequently, the stored elas-
tic strain energy per unit volume of TBC U(x3) is

Uðx3Þ ¼
E

1� m
ðeE11Þ

2. ð4Þ
3.2. Local considerations

3.2.1. Contact geometry

It is envisaged that the feathery sides of the TBC col-
umns partially sinter together by surface diffusion during
electron beam deposition. The columns share the same
crystallographic growth axes, and possess a square cross-
section of side-length d. Neighbouring columns impinge
in the manner of two rough surfaces, and the diffusion-dri-
ven growth of junctions is reminiscent of diffusion bonding.
In order to develop a tractable micromechanical model of
the evolution of contact, the roughness of both surfaces
is combined into a single wavy surface while the other sur-
face is treated as perfectly flat. Further, it is assumed that
the roughness is primarily on the length scale of the feath-
ery arms of the TBC columns, with a wavelength k. This is
justified by the observation that roughness on a finer scale
is rounded off early in the service life, as discussed by Lughi
et al. [2], for example. The local roughness is idealised by
the plane strain configuration shown in Fig. 3. As sintering
proceeds, the contact width 2b increases and the combined
peak-to-peak amplitude of the roughness w decreases,
while the wavelength k remains fixed. In order to reduce
the number of geometrical variables in the problem, we
adopt a saw-tooth profile for the roughness. The reference
configuration is given in Fig. 3(a) while the geometry at a
typical instant can be characterised by the geometrical
parameters (u,w) as shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that the ref-
erence configuration in Fig. 3(a) is introduced for algebraic
convenience only, and conceptually defines the pre-sintered
state. However, sintering occurs during both deposition
and service, and so the reference state is not physically rea-
lised: the TBC has already partially sintered after
deposition.

The problem posed is to solve for the local evolution of
surface profile as characterised by (u, w) due to the interfa-
cial diffusion of matter from the contacts into the gaps of
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peak-to-peak amplitude w. Interfacial diffusion is driven by
the combined driving forces of the net reduction in interfa-
cial energy, and the bulk elastic strain energy of the TBC as
given by Eq. (4).

Straightforward geometrical arguments can be used to
relate the contact width 2b and the inclination b to the pri-
mary unknowns (u,w). Incompressibility dictates

2b ¼ 2uþ w� w0

w

� �
k ð5Þ

with

tan b ¼ 2w2

ðw0 � 2uÞk ð6Þ

and

‘ ¼ w2 þ ðw0 � 2uÞk
2w

� �2
" #1=2

. ð7Þ
3.2.2. The local sintering problem

It is assumed that matter diffuses along the interface
from the contacts, labelled OA in Fig. 4, and deposits along
the free surface AB. Fick’s first law states that the interfa-
cial flux j (in units of m2 s�1) is related to the gradient of
chemical potential l (J m�3) by

j ¼ �D
ol
os

; ð8Þ

where s is the arc length and D is the interfacial diffusivity
(in units of m6 J s�1). D is temperature dependent such that

D ¼ dX
kT

D0 expð�q=kT Þ ð9Þ

in terms of a reference diffusivity D0, atomic volume X,
interface thickness d, thermal activation energy q and
Boltzmann constant k.

Mass conservation at an interface dictates that the nor-
mal velocity of the interface vn is related to the flux j

according to

vn þ
oj
os

¼ 0. ð10Þ
3.3. Geometric coupling between the local and global scales

The macroscopic sintering strain is related to the local
approach u of two neighbouring columns by
g
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Fig. 4. Definition of fluxes, surface energies and diffusivities at the
contacts.
eS ¼ u1 � u
d

; ð11Þ

where u1 is the initial value of u after deposition. With this
choice, eS equals zero immediately following deposition. As
sintering progresses, u increases and eS becomes increas-
ingly negative.
3.4. The variational problem

We are concerned with the local problem of sintering of
the roughness at contacting TBC columns on a length scale
k (less than 1 lm), and can neglect the much slower diffu-
sion over larger length scales of the order of the column
diameter d (5–10 lm) and column height H (100–
200 lm). Consequently, we can solve for the sintering
response at any height x3 within the thermal barrier layer.
Diffusion along the x3 direction can be neglected as the
thickness of the TBC layer is much greater than the wave-
length k, and we solve for the evolution of the sintering
strain eS(x3, t) under fixed T(x3). Isothermal experiments
with T independent of location x3 and of time t are com-
mon in accelerated testing, although it is realised that
engine hardware is exposed to cyclic operation. The effect
of thermal cycling upon sintering is left to a subsequent
study.

The variational method of Cocks et al. [6] is used to
obtain eS(x3, t), and this requires a knowledge of the total
free energy per unit volume of coating G, and the dissipa-
tion W arising from the local flux of matter, at any repre-
sentative height x3. An explicit relation is derived and
used below for the dependence of G upon the geometric
variables (u,w) at any contact. The dissipation potential
W is a quadratic functional of the diffusion flux, and can
be re-expressed as an explicit quadratic function of the
rates ð _u; _wÞ.

For a given geometry of TBC columns it is shown below
that the rate of evolution of the microstructure is given by
the set of kinematic rates ð _u; _wÞ at the contacts between
columns that minimise the functional

Xð _u; _wÞ ¼ _Gð _u; _wÞ þWð _u; _wÞ. ð12Þ

The optimal choice for ð _u; _wÞ is given by the variational
statement [6]

dX ¼ 0 ð13Þ

for arbitrary variations in ð _u; _wÞ. This leads to two simulta-
neous equations

o _G
o _u

þ oW
o _u

¼ 0 ð14aÞ

and

o _G
o _w

þ oW
o _w

¼ 0. ð14bÞ

Recall that _G is linear andW is quadratic in the rates ð _u; _wÞ.
Eqs. (14) can thereby be expressed in matrix form as
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o2W
o _u2

o2W
o _u o _w

o2W
o _u o _w

o2W
o _w2

 !
_u

_w

� �
¼ �

o _G
o _u

o _G
o _w

 !
. ð15Þ

This can be inverted algebraically to obtain ð _u; _wÞ as a
function of the current state (u,w). The time evolution of
(u,w) follows by time integration using any convenient
scheme: here, the equations are well conditioned and the
forward Euler method suffices.

3.4.1. Determination of the free energy G

Consider the interfacial free energy Gk of a slice, of
thickness k in the x3 direction, of a single column. The col-
umn has a side length d and the slice has a projected surface
area (normal to the surface of the column) of 2dk; the fac-
tor of 2 arises because the faces of the four-sided column
are shared by neighbouring columns. Then, Gk can be writ-
ten in terms of the surface energy cS and interfacial energy
at the contacts cG (see Fig. 4) according to

Gk ¼ 2d½2bcG þ 2‘cS þ ðk� 2bÞcS�. ð16Þ
Note that Gk can be re-expressed as a non-linear function
of (u,w) upon making use of Eqs. (5) and (7). The total free
energy per unit volume of the TBC layer G is given by the
sum of the contributions from the interfacial free energy
Gk/d

2k and the elastic strain energy density U to give

G ¼ Gk

d2k
þ U . ð17Þ

The energy density U has already been specified by Eq. (4),
and the elastic strain components eE11 ¼ eE22 can be related
directly to u according to Eqs. (2) and (11), at any imposed
value of thermal strain eT. The time rate of change of free
energy _G is linear in ð _u; _wÞ and follows directly by time dif-
ferentiation of Eq. (17), giving

_Gð _u; _wÞ ¼ 2ðcG � cSÞ
dw2

½wð2 _uþ _wÞ � ð2uþ w� w0Þ _w�

� 2E
1� m

eT þ u1 � u
d

� � _u
d
þ 2cS

dk

� w2 þ ðw0 � 2uÞk
2w

� �2
 !�1=2
2
4

� 2w _w� k2

2w3
ðw0 � 2uÞð2w _uþ ðw0 � 2uÞ _wÞ

� �35.
ð18Þ
3.4.2. Determination of the dissipation potential
Next, we introduce the dissipation potential Wk per col-

umn, for a slice of thickness k. The potential Wk is
expressed in terms of the volumetric flux per unit depth j;
this interfacial flux is a function of the local co-ordinate
s1 along the contact OA, and of the local co-ordinate s2
along the contact AB, as shown in Fig. 4. Define

Wk ¼
2d
DG

Z b

0

j2ðs1Þ ds1 þ
2d
DS

Z ‘

0

j2ðs2Þ ds2; ð19Þ
where (DG,DS) are the diffusion constants for interfacial
diffusion along OA and surface diffusion along the free sur-
face AB, respectively, as specified by Eq. (9). Now the flux
j(s1) along OA is related directly to the rate of approach _u
of two contacting columns by the kinematic relation of Eq.
(10), giving

j ¼ _us1 on OA. ð20Þ
Similarly, the flux j(s2) along AB is obtained from the nor-
mal velocity of the free surface vn upon invoking Eq. (10),
to give

ojðs2Þ
os2

¼ �vn. ð21Þ

Geometry dictates that vn can be stated in terms of ð _u; _wÞ
according to

vn ¼ �ð _uþ _wÞ cos bþ s2
‘
ð _w cos bþ _b sin bÞ ð22Þ

with _bð _u; _wÞ given by the rate form of Eq. (5). Integration
of Eq. (21) with Eq. (22) gives

j ¼ s2ð _uþ _wÞ cos b� s22
2‘

ð _w cos bþ _b sin bÞ. ð23Þ

The macroscopic dissipation per unit volume of TBC W is
related to Wk by

W ¼ Wk

d2k
. ð24Þ

An explicit expression for W is obtained by integration of
Eq. (19), using Eqs. (20) and (23) for the fluxes, to give

Wð _u; _wÞ ¼ 2

3

b3

dkDG

_u2 þ 2‘3 cos2 b
3dkDS

ð _uþ _wÞ2

þ ‘3

10dkDS

_w cosbþ k
2

w0 � 2u
w2

� �
_wþ k _u

w

� �
sinb

� �2

� ‘3 cosb
2dkDS

ð _uþ _wÞ
�
_w cosb

þ k sinb
2w2

ðw0 � 2uÞ _wþ k sinb
w

_u
�
. ð25Þ
3.5. Numerical solution

It is helpful to non-dimensionalise the problem in order
to minimise the number of variables. All length scales are
normalised by the wavelength of roughness k, such that

�u ¼ u
k
; �w ¼ w

k
; �b ¼ b

k
; �‘ ¼ ‘

k
; �d ¼ d

k
. ð26aÞ

The appropriate non-dimensional time scale is

�t ¼ DScSt

k4
ð26bÞ

and the non-dimensional material properties are

�DG ¼ DG

DS

; �cG ¼ cG
cS

; �E ¼ Ek
ð1� mÞcS

. ð26cÞ
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We note in passing that the non-dimensionalisation of Eqs.
(26) indicates that the sintering time is sensitive to the
wavelength of roughness k. (This is well known. Recall that
interfacial diffusion-controlled sintering rates scale with
grain size to the power of �4.) Unless otherwise stated,
we shall assume that �d ¼ 20, �DG ¼ 1 and �cG ¼ 0:68 [7].

3.6. Predictions

The simultaneous algebraic equation (15) are solved and
time-integrated by a forward Euler scheme from an initial
state of u1/k = 0.05 and �w ¼ 0:5. Two types of behaviour
are observed, depending upon the magnitude of �E. If �E is
sufficiently small, then the elastic constraint retards the rate
of sintering but does not switch it off. An example is shown
in Fig. 5(a), for �E ¼ 980 and for vanishing thermal strain
eT = 0. Full sintering occurs over a finite time scale. Then,
the roughness amplitude �w decreases monotonically to zero
and the magnitude of the sintering strain eS increases to a
saturated finite value with increasing time. The strain at full
sintering can be deduced directly from Eqs. (5) and (11) by
taking the limit 2b = k, giving a final strain of (2u1�w0)/
2d = �1% in this case. Note that the aspect ratio of the
void b quickly establishes itself to an almost constant value
as the void shrinks.

In contrast, when �E is large, the build-up of elastic strain
energy within the TBC layer is sufficient to switch off the
later stages of sintering, and the neck size �b asymptotes
to a value of less than 0.5. Consequently, the asymptotic
value of sintering strain does not attain the limiting value
of (2u1 � w0)/2d = �1%. An example is shown in
Fig. 5(b) for the choice �E ¼ 1000. Note that the early stages
of the sintering responses are qualitatively similar for the
choices �E ¼ 980 and 1000, with the establishment of asper-
ities of constant inclination b. However, the higher modu-
lus leads to an arrest of the sintering process prior to full
densification. The sharp nature of this transition with
increasing �E is evident from a plot of the final values of �b
and eS versus �E, as shown in Fig. 6 for selected values of
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Numerical experimentation revealed that the overall sin-
tering response is only mildly sensitive to the initial choice
of neck size �b. The two thermodynamic driving forces
o _G=o _u and o _G=o _w can be interpreted as follows. The force
o _G=o _u drives the flattening of the asperities and leads to the
sintering strain in a direct manner. In contrast, the force
o _G=o _w dictates the change in shape of the gaps between
asperities, and in particular the angle b. It has been
observed from numerical simulations over a wide range
of parameters that b quickly settles down to a constant
value, implying that o _G=o _w is almost zero. This allows
for a simpler description of the evolving microstructure.
By formally setting o _G=o _w to zero, the inclination b follows
from Eq. (18) as

4 cos b ¼ ð�cG � 1Þ þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð�cG � 1Þ2 þ 8

q
. ð27Þ
t
0 0.005 0.01

u
b
w
l

S–e

β

hoice (a) �E ¼ 980, and (b) �E ¼ 1000. The inclination b is in radians.
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For the choice �cG ¼ 0:68 this gives b = 0.887, which is con-
sistent with the steady-state value shown in Figs. 5(a) and
(b). With b held fixed, the sintering problem reduces to a
single degree of freedom problem, with u as the primary
unknown. The algebra of this reduced model is omitted here
for the sake of brevity, but we note in passing that an im-
plicit algebraic expression can be obtained for the final va-
lue of contact size �b by setting o _G=o _u equal to zero.
Incomplete sintering occurs for values of

�E P
3
ffiffiffi
3

p
ð1� �cG þ 1= cos bÞ

2ð�d tan bÞ
3
2 w0

2d �
u1
d � eT

� 	3
2

: ð28aÞ

For values of �E which satisfy this inequality the final con-
tact size can be obtained from the implicit expression

2ð�cG � 1� 1= cosbÞ ¼ �E tanbð1� 2�bÞ

� eT þ u1
d
� w0

2d
þ 1

4�d
ð1� 2�bÞ2 tanb

� �
:

ð28bÞ

The predictions of (28a) and (28b) are in excellent agree-
ment with the results plotted in Fig. 6.

4. Problem B: sintering within a mud-cracked layer

Sintering between the columns leads to a build-up of in-
plane tension. If the magnitude of this tension is sufficiently
high it may switch off the sintering process or it may lead to
inter-columnar mud-cracking. A brief discussion of the
prediction of mud-cracking is given in Section 5; at this
point, we assume that a fully developed mud-cracking pat-
tern has been developed, with the TBC columns grouped
into a hexagonal arrangement of clusters, as shown in
Fig. 2(b). For computational convenience, we idealise each
cluster as a circular cylindrical column of radius R and
height H, perfectly bonded to the underlying TGO, see
Fig. 7. The side and top of each cluster is traction-free,
thereby reducing the level of in-plane tensile stress to less
than the uncracked value as specified by Eqs. (2) and (3).
The drop in stored elastic strain energy within the cluster
leads to a drop in the level of elastic constraint against sin-
tering. Consequently, inter-columnar sintering is acceler-
ated by the occurrence of the mud-cracking.
Fig. 7. A single cluster of columns of height H and radius R, with the
assumed radial displacement distribution throughout the cluster.
We limit attention to the isothermal case such that the
thermal strain is uniform within the cracked TBC. For sim-
plicity, we shall assume that the sintering strain eS is uni-
form throughout the TBC but can evolve with time. A
kinematically admissible elastic strain field is adopted for
the deformation of the columns within the representative
cluster, and this allows for an estimation of the stored elas-
tic strain energy. (Finite element methods are required in
order to predict a non-uniform distribution of eS and
non-uniform elastic strain field.) The intent here is to pro-
vide an analytical framework in order to assess the signifi-
cance of mud-cracking to first order.

The local sintering problem between columns is the
same as that for the uncracked TBC, and can be described
in terms of the local internal state variables ð _u; _wÞ. Sintering
is again driven by local interfacial energy, and dissipation is
again due to interfacial diffusion. However, the analysis
now proceeds at the level of a single cluster of columns.

4.1. Estimation of the stored elastic strain energy within a

cluster of columns

The elastic strain energy within a circular, cylindrical
cluster UC is estimated by assuming that the cluster is given
a uniform in-plane, stress-free transformation strain of
(eT + eS), with full constraint against radial motion imposed
along the bottom surface, x3 = 0. An Eshelby-type cut-
and-paste procedure implies that the elastic component of
radial displacement at the base of the column, x3 = 0, is

ur ¼ �ðeT þ eSÞr; ð29Þ
where r is the radial co-ordinate from the centreline of the
cluster. In order to estimate the stored elastic strain energy
in the cluster it is envisaged that elastic straining occurs
within a slice of thickness n within the TBC coating. As-
sume a simple, kinematically admissible field which satisfies
this boundary condition. Here, we take

urðr; x3Þ ¼ �ðeT þ eSÞ 1� x3
n

� �
r ð30aÞ

for 0 6 x3 6 n, and

urðr; x3Þ ¼ 0 ð30bÞ
for n < x3 6 H as shown in Fig. 7. A rational method for
determining n is to select its value such that the elastic
strain energy of the cluster UC is minimised. Assuming elas-
tic incompressibility, we find that the elastic displacement
in the x3 direction is

u3 ¼ ðeT þ eSÞ 2x3 �
x23
n

� �
; 0 6 x3 6 n ð31aÞ

and

u3 ¼ ðeT þ eSÞn; n < x3 6 H . ð31bÞ
Consequently, the elastic strain energy of the cluster UC is

UC ¼ 2p
3
ER2ðeT þ eSÞ2 nþ R2

8n

� �
. ð32Þ
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The optimal value of n is obtained by minimising UC with
respect to n, and this suggests that

n ¼ R

2
ffiffiffi
2

p ð33Þ

giving

UC ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p

3
pER3ðeT þ eSÞ2. ð34Þ

Eq. (34) is valid provided H exceeds R=2
ffiffiffi
2

p
. If H is less

than R=2
ffiffiffi
2

p
, an appropriate choice for ur(r,x3) is

urðr; x3Þ ¼ �ðeT þ eSÞ 1� 2
ffiffiffi
2

p x3
R

� �
r ð35Þ

for 0 6 x3 6 H. The strain energy of the cluster UC is then

UC ¼ 2

3
pER2 R

2
ffiffiffi
2

p 1� 1� 2
ffiffiffi
2

p H
R

� �3
( )

þ H

" #
ðeT þ eSÞ2.

ð36Þ
The stored elastic strain energy per unit volume of TBC is
given by

U ¼ UC

pR2H
ð37Þ

with UC specified by Eq. (34) for the case H P R=2
ffiffiffi
2

p
and

by Eq. (36) for H < R=2
ffiffiffi
2

p
. In comparison, the strain en-

ergy per unit volume in the uncracked incompressible film
(m = 0.5) follows from Eq. (4) as

U ¼ 2EðeT þ eSÞ2. ð38Þ
It is evident that the effect of the mud-cracking is to reduce
the level of stored elastic strain energy compared with that
of the uncracked film, problem A. The variational principle
is applied as before, with the total free energy per unit vol-

ume of the TBC layer G given by Eq. (17), and the macro-
scopic dissipation per unit volume of TBC W specified by
Eq. (25).
4.2. Predictions of sintering within mud-cracked columns

The solution procedure proceeds as before for the
uncracked TBC layer, in problem A. The simultaneous
algebraic equation (15) is solved and time-integrated by a
forward Euler scheme from an initial state of u1/k = 0.05
and �w ¼ 0:5. The solution now depends upon the addi-
tional non-dimensional group �H ¼ H=R.

The effect of mud-cracking upon the sintering rate is
illustrated by comparing the prediction for a mud-cracked
layer with �H ¼ 1 in Fig. 8 with the equivalent uncracked
layer taken from Fig. 5(b), both for the choice of
�E ¼ 1000 and eT = 0. The in-plane modulus is sufficiently
high for sintering to be switched off in the uncracked layer,
while the reduced constraint of the mud-cracked layer leads
to full sintering between columns. The sensitivity of the
final size of neck �b to the in-plane modulus is shown in
Fig. 9 for selected values of aspect ratio �H ¼ H=R of
mud-cracked columns, and for the choice eT = �0.002. Full
sintering, such that the final value of �b equals 0.5, occurs at
low value of �E and is encouraged by high values of �H due
to the reduction in elastic constraint.

5. Discussion

It is likely that mud-cracking of the TBC layer occurs at
cool-down during cyclic operation of a gas turbine engine.
However, the evolution of the density of mud-cracks with
operation is unknown. It is argued here that mud-cracking
is a consequence of the build-up of in-plane tensile stress
within the TBC layer by the sintering of the TBC columns.
Estimates are now given for the combined level of sintering
strain eS and thermal mismatch strain eT to induce mud-
cracking.

5.1. Threshold condition for mud-cracking

The problem of channelling of a crack within a thin
bonded film in residual tension has been addressed by
Beuth [8]. He considered the threshold level of in-plane
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tensile stress required for a crack to channel across the film
in steady state. Here, we limit his predictions to the case
where the film and substrate share identical elastic con-
stants, and the crack channels to the bottom of the film
of thickness H, and of mode I toughness GIC. The thresh-
old level of stress rth is

rth ¼
1

1:1215

ffiffiffi
2

p

r
EGIC

ð1� m2ÞH

� �1=2

. ð39Þ

Now the in-plane stress level r is related to the sintering
strain eS and thermal mismatch strain eT according to
Eqs. (2) and (3), such that

r ¼ � E
ð1� mÞ ðe

T þ eSÞ. ð40Þ

Upon combining with Eq. (39), we obtain the threshold
strain level for channelling

ðeT þ eSÞth ¼ � 1

1:1215

2ð1� mÞ
pð1þ mÞ

GIC

EH

� �1=2

. ð41Þ

It is clear from Eq. (41) that mud-cracking is encouraged
by a low value of toughness between columns, and by a
high in-plane modulus and thick TBC layer. It is reason-
able to assume that the effective toughness GIC between col-
umns scales with the area fraction 2�b of sintered necks
between columns, and with the toughness of the solid GS

according to

GIC ¼ 2�bGS. ð42Þ
As inter-columnar sintering proceeds the area fraction 2�b
increases, while the sintering strain eS becomes more nega-
tive. In the sintering evolution calculations presented
above, the increase in effective modulus E with increasing
neck size 2�b is neglected. (More refined calculations are re-
quired in order to determine the relationship between E

and 2�b.) Substitution of Eq. (42) into Eq. (41) provides a
combined parameter I for the onset of channelling

I > I th; ð43Þ
where

I � �eS � 1

1:1215

2 1� mð Þ
pð1þ mÞ

2�bGS

EH

� �1=2

ð44Þ

and

I th ¼ eT ð45Þ

I increases as sintering progresses and may or may not at-
tain the threshold condition for channelling.

5.2. Prediction of evolution of density of mud-cracks

Now consider the case where the sintering strain is suf-
ficiently large and negative for mud-cracking to initiate
during the service life of the TBC coating. An estimate
for the evolution of mud-cracking density can be obtained
by assuming that the rate of decrease in strain energy with
additional mud-cracking equals the rate of increase of sur-
face area times the inter-columnar toughness.

Assume that the TBC layer is in a mud-cracked state,
and comprises clusters of average radius R. Then, the ratio
of surface area of cracks per unit volume of TBC layer is

f ¼ 1=R. ð46Þ
The initial stored elastic energy within the uncracked TBC
layer is

U 0 �
E

1� m
ðeT þ eSÞ2 ð47Þ

via Eqs. (2) and (4), and the presence of mud-cracking de-
creases this value to

U ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p

3
E
R
H
ðeT þ eSÞ2 ð48Þ

according to Eq. (34), provided H=R P 1=2
ffiffiffi
2

p
. If H/R is

less than 1/2
ffiffiffi
2

p
, the strain energy density follows from

Eq. (36) as

U ¼ 2

3
E

1

2
ffiffiffi
2

p R
H

1� 1� 2
ffiffiffi
2

p H
R

� �3
( )

þ 1

" #
ðeT þ eSÞ2.

ð49Þ
Now we equate o(U0 � U)/of to GIC to obtain from Eqs.
(47) and (48)

eT þ eS ¼ � 3ffiffiffi
2

p GIC

EH

� �1=2 H
R

ð50Þ

provided H=R P 1=2
ffiffiffi
2

p
. For H=R < 1=2

ffiffiffi
2

p
, Eqs. (47) and

(49) give

eT þ eS ¼ � 3ffiffiffi
2

p GIC

EH

� �1=2
1

2ð3� 4
ffiffiffi
2

p
H=RÞ1=2

: ð51Þ

Eqs. (50) and (51) give the evolution of mud-cracking
density as parameterised by H/R with increasing degree
of inter-columnar sintering �eS. The dependence of
H/R upon (eT + eS) is plotted in Fig. 10, including the
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threshold value of (eT + eS) as given by Eq. (41), for the
case of an incompressible solid m = 0.5. The figure is
interpreted as follows. At sufficiently small values of
�(eT + eS) below the threshold value, no mud-cracking
is anticipated. Once the threshold value has been at-
tained, as specified by Eq. (41), mud-cracking initiates,
and in the dilute case of non-interacting mud-cracks
(small H/R), the density of mud-cracks increases sharply
with increasing �(eT + eS). Subsequently, the density of
mud-cracks as parameterised by H/R increases linearly
with �(eT + eS). And now a word of caution. The anal-
ysis so far is based upon an approximate formula for the
strain energy density U(H/R). More sophisticated calcula-
tions are desirable to improve upon the numerical accu-
racy of the prediction given in Fig. 10. However, we
expect the qualitative trends to be preserved, and in par-
ticular the increase in mud-cracking density with the pro-
gression of inter-columnar sintering.

6. Concluding remarks

The above treatment is not meant to capture every
nuance of TBC sintering behaviour, but rather to capture
the essential micromechanics of TBC sintering and to
explore its coupling with the phenomenon of mud-crack-
ing. The build-up of in-plane tensile stress with inter-
columnar sintering can trigger mud-cracking, and in turn
the mud-cracking can partially relieve this stress and pro-
mote subsequent sintering. As the columns within each
cluster continue to sinter, the opening of each mud-crack
increases, and this may have consequences upon the overall
integrity of the TBC system. The cracks may allow chemi-
cal ingress to the TGO and bond coat, and may lead to
spallation at the base of the TBC layer. These remaining
problems are suggested as topics for future research.
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